Template for information regarding Company and Technology

(i) Name of the company: **OLYMPIC PHARMACARE PVT LTD**
(ii) Verticals in which operating: EQUIPMENTS FOR CARDIOVASCULAR SURGERY, PATIENT TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT AND THEATRE EQUIPMENTS.
(iii) Credentials of company: HAVE BEEN MARKETING AND SERVICING MEDICAL EQUIPMENTS SINCE 1999
(iv) Previous experience in technology transfer:
(v) Details of technology offered: HEART LUNG MACHINES, HEATER COOLER UNITS (CONDUCTIVE AND CONVECTIVE), ESU UNITS, HEAD LIGHTS (XENON, HALOGEN AND LED)
(vi) Contact details:

   Name: SUBHASH AGGARWAL  
   Communication Address: N 29 SITE V SURAJPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, KASNA, GREATER NOIDA-201306  
   E-mail: SUBHASH@JMDOLYMPIC.COM  
   Telephone No.: 0120-2341392  
   Mobile: +91 9810184338

Any other details may like to add:

- PROVIDING AFTER SALES SERVICE CONTRACTS TO EXISTING USERS OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENTS.
- INITIATING PROVIDING EQUIPMENTS ON RENTAL BASIS
- DEVELOPING CONVECTIVE PATIENT WARMING SYSTEM